No subject was more congenial to late medieval piety than the sorrowful figure of Mary mourning over her dead son. This subject is usually called by its Italian name of Pieta, perhaps because Italian Pietas, though not the earliest, are the best known-for instance, the famous Pieta by Michelangelo in St. Peter's, the painting by Perugino in the Accademia, Florence, or the sculptural group in the collections of the Museum attributed to Giovanni della Robbia or his school. Vesperbild, a German name for the Pieta, suggests the time of vespers, when the event was pictured to have taken place.
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The Pieta was often represented in sculpture and paintings of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It seems to have had its origin in the contemplations of the mystics, as Wilhelm Pinder was the first to show. Saint Bridget of Sweden, Saint Bernardino of Siena, Henry Suso of south Germany, and John Tauler of Strasbourg, to name only a few of them, directed their meditation so intensely upon certain scenes of Christ's Passion and even upon certain moments of a particular scene that they imagined themselves actually present and sharing in the suffering of their Iord. Saint Francis felt Christ's suffering so keenly that he was portrayed with the stigmata on his hands, his feet, and his side.
The mystics also brooded over the suffering of Mary, sometimes called her Compassion (cornpassio), which paralleled the Passion (passio) of her son. In considering the deposition of the body of Christ from the Cross and his entombment, they saw in their mind's eye a moment when M\ary in her grief took the body upon her lap. They imagined that Mary lost all present sense of time and place as she brooded over her dead son. Thus the medieval Pieta was primarily thought of as an isolated themne, set apart from the other historical scenes of the Passion. It was an image of devotion, like the Crucifix.
And like other devotional images of late medieval art, such as the Man of Sorrows, John leaning on Christ's shoulder, the Virgin of Mercy, and Our Lady of Sorrows, the Pieta became popular because of a growing demand for a more direct and personal approach to the divine nature. This demand was accelerated by the religious revival after the Black Death, the terrible plague which in 1348 carried off a large part of the population of Europe.
The mystics' vision of the Pieta was apparently first translated into a devotional image in Germany, the earliest example recorded being in 1298. German Pietas are not only the earliest known but they also show the greatest variety. Their chronological development and their variations have been zealously studied and meticulously divided into types by German scholars.
There are niany ways of representing the Pieta, and these are interesting to trace because they show essential differences as well as resemblances between various national and regional schools of sculpture. Such relationships can often be more clearly seen and sharply felt in comparing Pietas than in making the more usual comparisons between miscellaneous sculptures of different subjects.
The earliest German Pietas have the sharp powerful thrust of the mystical thought which engendered them. They are a direct translation into sculpture of the mystics' clear vision of Christ's martyrdom and his mother's sorrow. The worshipers' feelings are not spared but are lacerated, as was Christ's body, inducing a state of repentance in the beholder. These early Pietas show the grim details of suf-
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